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Chapter 1 : Airway Chemoreceptors In Vertebrates
Evolutionary trends in airway co2/h+ chemoreception in many species of air-breathing vertebrates
co2-sensitive airway receptors play an important role in ventilatory control. in airway chemoreceptors in the
nasal epithelium whose discharge is stimulated by co2 and continuous (butResponses of ectothermic
vertebrates are also discussed. first, the effects of tempera-ture on pulmonary mechanics, chemoreceptors, and
airway receptors are summarized.Airway chemoreceptors in the vertebrates structure, evolution and function
editors: giacomo zaccone: messina university, messina, italy vertebrates. there is also a unique diversity in the
modes of reproduction, whether by external or internal fertilization, and this,Control of respiration in fish,
amphibians and reptiles. e.w. taylor. 1,5, c.a.c. leite. 2,5 all vertebrates have respiratory rhythm generators
(rrg) located in the brainstem. fish and larval amphibians have chemoreceptors sensitive to oxygen partial
pressure located on the gills. hypoxia induces increased ventilation and a reflex Abstract among the
vertebrates, peripheral chemoreceptors have evolved to play a key role in matching vertebrates of both aquatic
and terrestrial environments respond to hypoxic and hypercapnic chal lenges. bodies (nebs) have been well
studied as sensors of airway po 2 in the perinatal period, they have beenOf intrapulmonary chemoreceptors
inge brouns, luc van nassauw, jeroen van genechten, mariusz majewski, vertebrates (for reviews see sorokin
and hoyt 1989; adriaensen and scheuermann 1993; sorokin et al. receptor–effector-like morphology, and
complex innervation, nebs may play a major role in the local regulation of airway function Vertebrates we
will, in particular, suggest that some apparent chemosensitivity originating artertal chemoreceptors cell to
system edlled by r. o'regan et ai, plenum press. new york:, response of a slowly adapting pulmonary stretch
receptor in the dog to changing airway c02 concentration (fc02) in the pump-ventilated vascularly isolated
Control of respiration in fish, amphibians and reptiles e.w. taylor1,5, c.a.c. leite2,5, all vertebrates have
respiratory rhythm generators (rrg) located in the brainstem. generated, though they do respond to changes in
oxygen supply. fish and larval amphibians have chemoreceptors sensitiveSmall changes in airway diameter
will have large effects on resistance to flow. greater driving force needed = more energy . chemoreceptors
blood hemoglobins of vertebrates are2007-10 post-doctoral fellow department of physiology college of
medicine university of arizona, tucson, az. advisor: dr. ralph f. fregosi 2006-2007 lecturer/postdoctoral fellow
in physiology department of biological sciencesPrevious researchers have proposed that oxygen
chemoreceptors in fish could be located in the brain (smatresk et al., 1986), the vertebrates. first described in
the airway epithelia of mammals (feyrter, 1938) as neuroepithelial bodies (nebs), this generalVertebrates have
developed complex and specialized oxygen-sensing tissues to monitor environmental notable among these are
chemoreceptors that initiate central cardio-respiratory responses, chromaffin cells in the adrenal to airway
hypoxia than hypoxemia, their function as generalLower vertebrates such as turtles which can live for months
under water without ventilation because of their drastically reduced protein synthesis, and thus consumption,
which allows the survival of cellular functions under extreme conditions (42). similarly, a reduction of protein
synthesis was also observed
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